A model analysis for dose-response relationship of warfarin in Japanese children: An introduction of the SIZE parameter.
The objective of the present study was to develop an optimal equation for the pediatric dose-response relationship of warfarin using a size parameter with an exponent of body weight (SIZE) which has been proposed for scaling drug clearance. Twenty patients with stable anticoagulation by warfarin were enrolled in the present study. During a mean follow-up period of 7.36 years, 857 data points were obtained. The average patient age and body weight were 8.49 years and 24.5 kg, respectively. The relative response index to warfarin with PT-INR values normalized by daily-dose per SIZE showed fewer systematic changes than those per body weight. The anticoagulant effect of warfarin in patients with the VKORC1 1173CT or 1173CC genotype was 47.3% of that with the 1173TT genotype. Concomitant use of bosentan attenuated the anticoagulant effect of warfarin to 84.1%. In conclusion, the SIZE parameter appeared to be an effective way to describe the pediatric dose-response relationship of warfarin, and consequently, a longitudinal follow-up study design with multiple measurements was useful to detect changes within individual subjects.